Proof. For any ring R with identity, it is easy to see that a right ideal /of R is generated by an idempotent if and only if / is a direct summand of the right iϋ-module R R . If I is an injective right ideal of R, then / is a direct summand of R R , and therefore is generated by an idempotent. Thus if every cyclic right ί?-module is injective, each principal right ideal aR generated by a e R is generated by an idempotent, that is aR = eR for some e = β 2 e R. Then there exist x,y e R such that e -= ax, and a = ey. It follows that ea = e(ey) = ey -a and a -ea -αxα. Thus R is a regular ring, and since R R is generated by the identity, R R is injective.
Let M R denote a right module over a ring R. If P, N are submodules of M, let P '2 N signify that P is an essential extension of N. (See Eckmann and Schopf [2] .) Then N is an essential submodule of P.
For each xeM, let x R = {r e R \ xr = 0}. The singular submodule Z(M) is defined by:
is actually a two sided ideal of R. If e = e 2 e R, and if x e e R Π eR, then x = ex = 0 and so e E Π eR = 0. Thus Z(R R ) contains no idempotents Φ 0. In particular, if R is a regular ring, Z(R R ) = 0. (Cf. R. E. Johnson [4] ).
We need the following important (and known [3] We next consider certain properties of idempotents in a right self injective regular ring. Let JV -A denote the set theoretic complement of a set A in a set JV. LEMMA 
Let {e n \ne JV} be a set of orthogonal idempotents in a right self injective regular ring. Then for every subset A of JV, there exists an idempotent E Λ e R such that
E A e n = e n for all neA e n ,E A = E Λ e n , = 0 for all n' e N ~ A Proof. Since R is regular, Z(R R ) -0. Then, by Lemma 2, each right ideal I of R has a unique maximal essential extension I* in R. Since iϋ^ is injective, by [2] I has an injective hull in R R which is a maximal essential extension of I in R R . Thus each right ideal I has a unique injective hull /* in ϋ^. Then as remarked in the proof of Lemma 1, there exists e = e 2 e R such that /* = eR. Hence for any subset A of JV, there exists an idempotent e Λ e R such that Σ e n .
n'eN~A
Then e Λ R Π e N~A R=0 (for x Φ 0 e e J? Π β^^JJ implies ^i2 Π Σ«e^ β w i2 Π Σ,'ejf~4 e n>R Φ 0, a contradiction.) Thus the sum β^-4. + e N^A R is direct, and since each summand is injective, e Λ R 0 e N » A R is injective. Since injective hulls of right ideals of R are unique, so Σ e Λ R) 2 Σ e n ,R 3 e A R®e^AR 2 Σ.e^T?. Then it follows (Σ e^ -B)* = Set E N = e N , where e^JS = (Σ^e^ β w i2)*. Let E A (respectively E N^A ) be the projection of the idempotent E N on β^72 (respectively β lV~^i 2). We note that E A + E N » A = E N by definition, and E A is simply the projection of the identity element of R on e A R with respect to the direct decomposition R = (1 -1^)72 © e^iϋ © e N » A R. Thus £^ and £7^^^ are orthogonal. Furthermore Proof. Assume S% is independent modulo 7, and let {Aι \ i -1, , n) C Si. Set C = C^ = A< Π A iβ For all i and j Φ i, E Ai R 3 Σnec e n R and ^Λ a Σ eAfi. Thus ^72 2 (Σ eΛJB)* = JS^Λ and EAJR 3 (Σnec e n K)* = E C R. Since 0 = E G -E o = ^^ -^ .#*, ^ e I. Then for all but a finite number of n e C, e n E 0 = 0. Since this implies e n = e n E c e n = 0 which is true for no w, C must be finite. Then Ai Π UίVί Aj is a finite union of finite sets, and thus finite. Since a finite direct sum of injective modules is injective, Σ^e^ e ίR = (ΣneB βiR)* = ^i? and ^i2 S /. It follows that E^r, e I. Then (1 From (1) we conclude that for all but a finite number of n e A i9 e n (mE Ai -E Ai ) = 0 and e n mE Ai e n = e n E A .e n . Thus e n me n = e n by Lemma 3.
From (2) we conclude that for all but a finite number of n' e B> e n ,mE B = 0, and e n ,mE B e n , = e n ,me n , = 0.
Let ii 6 Ax, e^me^ = e^. Select j n+1 e A n+1 such that Proof, (a) =» (6). By ( [1] , p. 11, Theorem 4.2), every right module over a semi-simple Artin ring R is injective, and so every finitely generated right i2-module is injective.
(b) ==* (c). Since every cyclic iϋ-module is finitely generated by one element, (c) is a special case of (b).
(c) ==> (a). If every cyclic i£~module is injective, by Lemma 1, R is right self injective and regular. By Lemma 5, R cannot contain an infinite set of orthogonal idempotents. It is well known that this condition in any regular ring R implies that R satisfies the minimum condition and hence is semi-simple Artin.
COROLLARY. Let R be a right self injective, hereditary ring with identity. Then R is semi-simple Artin.
Proof. R hereditary is equivalent to the condition that every quotient of an injective iϋ-module is injective. (See [1] , p. 14.) Since every cyclic module is isomorphic to a quotient of the injective module R RJ every cyclic i?-module is injective. Therefore by the theorem R is semi-simple Artin.
